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Global Existence of Solutions 
to a Nonlinear Evolution Equation 
with Nonlocal Coefficients 
GUSTAVO PONCE * 
INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the solution of the initial value problem (I.V.P.), 
i 
u,+u.u,=o, .YE IF?, t > 0, 
u(.u, 0) = &Y) (1.1) 
with 4 E C’; (R), develops singularities in the first derivatives in finite time. 
In this article we prove that for similar equations in higher space dimen- 
sion, replacing the coefficient of U, in ( 1.1) by certain (nonlocal) coefficients 
which improve regularity the existence of global solutions can be guaran- 
teed for any d E Cc (KY’). 
Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM 1.1. The I.V.P. 
a,u+ f (-A) “~+a~,u=o, t>o, XER)‘, p,E(O,n), 
I=1 
(1.2) 
u(x, 0) = h(x), with (-3)~":'J.lx)=C.;i~,~ ,,{~!l-tfd/l 
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and h E Cc (R”) has a unique global solution L’ if pi E [ 1, n) for i = I,..., n. 
Moreover, for any s E Z + 
UEC([O, co): H”(w))-. 
The proof follows the usual pattern of proving first a local existence 
theorem and then an a priori estimate on the local solution which allows us 
to extend it by reapplying the local existence theorem. The a priori estimate 
is based on boundedness properties of singular integral operators 
(Theorem 2.1). 
We shall prove Theorem 1.1 only in the case n 3 3, /I, = 1 for i= l,..., n 
(Theorem 3.1). 
The proof for the more general statement follows in the same manner. 
NOTATION 
We use the following classical notations: 
with (7, = Z/6,,, i = l,..., n, z=(c( ,,..., M,,)E(Z+)“, and [cl1 =a,+ ... +a,,. 
For ,f: R” -+ R we write 
and 
IflLX = sup If( 
.rtR” 
H’(R”) denotes the closure of C;(R”) in the norm 
llfll, = c llwlll~; 
14s s 
and 
fF(R”)= fj H”(W), 
,=I 
c”= I f(x f/fEL”(R”)and sup + t) -f(x)l L” 
ItIS 
<CC 
Ill z-0 
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denotes the Holder space of order c( E (0, 1) 
l’,f’l(.x= “f”,., + sup ‘f(x+ f)-f’(.u)‘L’ 
III >o IfIX 
2. BOUNDEDNESS PROPERTIES OF SINGULAR INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
We start by recalling some known facts about singular integral 
operators. 
For convolution operators of the form 
where Q satisfies: 
(a) Q is homogeneous of degree zero, i.e., I2 is determined by its 
values on the unit sphere S” ‘, 
(b) 52 has mean value zero on the unit sphere, i.e., 
c 
Q( x’) c/s’ = 0, 
ym I 
(c) 52 satisfies a “Dini-type” condition, i.e., if 
w(p) = sup ( IQ(Y) - Q( J!‘)l/.U’, J“ E s” ‘, 1.Y’ -?“I < p) 
then 
the following are well known results: 
(1) If f’E ,!.‘I( R”), 1 < p < x then Tf E L”( R”), and 
IlrfllLP~c~ ll.fll,Y? (2.2) 
where C depends only on p. 
(2) If I,fl log+ I.f’l is locally integrable then Tf(x) exist a.e. and is 
locally integrable. 
(3) If ,f‘E LX (OX”) then TIE B.M.O., and 
/I Tf” B.M 0. d (’ ifi L’ . 
For these results we refer to [ 1, 21. 
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In some applications (e.g., to find the classical global solution of the 
I.V.P. (1.2)) besides requiring an a priori estimate of t’ in L”-norm, one 
also needs to bound TV in LX-norm in order to extend the (local) solution. 
In this direction we have 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose CC? satisfies the hypothesis (a), (b), (c) stated 
above. then 
where CI E (0; 1 ), q E [ 1, cz ), and the constant c only depends on CI, q, and the 
L ‘- -norm of Q. 
Remurks. (i) To prove Theorem 2.1, one can ask for weaker 
hypothesis than (c), e.g., (c’) Q E Lx(S’+ ‘). 
(ii) The inequality (2.3) is somehow a generalization of that deduced 
in [3, 41, related with the Biot-Savart law of fluid dynamic. The idea of 
estimating the limit case of a known inequality (in this case (2.3)) with a 
term involving the logarithm of a higher norm was taken from [S, 61, 
where estimates for the LX-norm were given in term of the WP~“‘P-norm 
(limit case for the Sobolev embedding theorem), and the logarithm of a 
stronger norm. 
ProqfI Since 
we devide the domain of integration in three parts: 
(1) By the Hausdorff-Young inequality it follows that 
SZ(“)f(-x-y)& dc Il.flILc 
11’/‘1 (2.4) 
where q 3 1, and the constant c only depends on q and the LX-norm of Q. 
(2) 
for any 6 E (0, 11, with c depending on the LX-norm of R. 
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since by hypothesis (b) Ji (, , , <I) (Q(y)/lyl”) dy = 0, for any CE (0, 6). 
Writing (2.6) as 
Ii 
_, ,y,“,.f’(-~-~~)--.f‘(-~)d,: Q( 1’) 
“,.<J,rIcd lyl” 1.4” ’ 
we get the bound 
(’ 6” II,f’II (‘l, (2.7) 
where c depends on 0: and the L L -norm of 52, and is independent of F. 
Therefore by (2.4)H 2.7), 
1Tf’ll.f 6(‘IIl,f/lI.u+(-log~) l.fl,.r -tb”. Ilf‘llP)? 
where c only depends on the L’ -norm of 52, q and CL Thus by taking 
b = min{ 1, Ii.flIC.>’ “) 
we get 
ITfl,, 6c’jl +e%+ ll.fllP)~ I.f’lL’ + llflILQ)> 
which proves Theorem 2.1. 
For operators of the form 
with /Jo (0, n) [/I # 11, and where the integral is understood as principal 
value for fi -C 1, we have 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For fi E ( 1, n) 
IT& GC(l.flL’ + Ilf’llU)~ 
where p < n/(fl - 1 ), and c is a constant which depends on the L”-norm of Q, 
p, and fl (in this case the hypotheses (a) and (b) on 52 are not necessary). 
For l~E0, l), 
IVIP ~4,f‘lLX + II.fIIC~)~ 
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where CI > 1 -/II, and c is constant which depends on the Le-norm of Q, ~1, 
and /?. 
The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 2.1, and will be 
omitted. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 .l 
As was said in the Introduction, we prove Theorem I .1, only when pi = 1 
and n 3 3. Thus we state 
THEOREM 3.1. For any hEHr(W), the I.V.P. (1.2) with /?;= 1 for 
i= 1 ,..., n and n > 3 has a unique global solution v. Moreover, for any T > 0 
and any SEZ+, 
v E C( [0, T): H”(W)) 
Sup ll4t)ll.,6K 
lo. Tl 
where the constant K only depends on T, s, and the initial datum. 
Remarks. The hypotheses h E H” is not essential. One can ask for 
h E H”‘(R”) with s0 integer and s0 > n/2 + 1 to prove 
UEC([O, Co): H”“(W)). 
This sharp result follows by combining the method provided here and the 
techniques given in [7, Chap. 21. 
For the I.V.P. (1.2) with different values of pi, we have: 
Asking for h E C;( KY) and pig Cl,..., n (n z 2) the same result of 
Theorem 3.1 holds. The proof uses the method of the characteristics instead 
of the viscosity method. However, the techniques are essentially the same 
as below. 
For the cases where b, E (0, 1) for some j, the method used here does not 
seem sufhcient for proving Theorem 1.1 for those /Ii, and we do not know if 
such result is true. 
Proof of‘ Theorem 3.1. To prove Theorem 3.1 we will use the viscosity 
method: for E E (0, 1) we consider the I.V.P., 
i 
a,v+ i (-A) ‘I2 v. a$ = E AU, XEW, t > 0, 
i= I (3.1) 
v(x, 0) = h(x). 
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For such I.V.P. we have the following Local Existence Theorem: 
THEOREM 3.2. For any h E H’(R”), with n 3 3, s integer and s > n/2 + 1, 
there exists a unique solution vi, of (3.1) lt,ith 
vi. E C( [O, T,]: H’( IL!‘,)) 
and tvhere T, only depends on llhli ,. U 
Most of the proof of Theorem 3.2 is standard. The new techniques 
needed are similar to those given below, therefore such proof will be omit- 
ted here. 
To extend the solution beyond the time TO, we need the following energy 
estimates in the higher derivatives of the local solution which are indepen- 
dent of I:. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Given the .eolufion 1“ oj’ the I.V.P. (3.1 ) of’ the tj’pe 
provided h!, Theorem 3.2, in the time inrercr-rl [0, T,,] the ,fbllow~ing 
inequalifks hold: 
llf(t)ll f.la < (8,’ II h II ,.p exp 
i j 
c,, ,: Ir”(r)l~., dr 
I 
> (3.2) 
,<~,(Ic”(r)lL’ +I(‘,,(-4’ ? C’(f)lL.‘). IIV’.(~)ll.,, (3.3) 
Ii-here p is an?! even integer, s an?, positive integer and c/I) c,, constant indepen- 
dent qf c. 
Proqf: For simplicity in the notation, we omit the index E in the proof. 
The estimate (3.2) follows by multiplying the equation in (3.1) by up ‘, 
integrating the result, integrating by part, and the fact that 
II?,,(-A) -’ 2 l:ll,y= lIm4lr.e6C,. IId”’ (3.4) 
for anypE(1, rj), where R,=S.,(-A) ‘,’ is a Riesz transform which is an 
example of a singular integral operator (2.1). Gronwall’s Inequality com- 
pletes the proof of (3.2). 
By taking z-derivatives (1~1 = s) of the equation in (3.1), multiplying the 
result by d”‘u, and integrating, we obtain 
;.g /~r?(“‘v~~,.~+jd”‘((-A)~‘:‘s~S,,u)~d”’v=& IIVP)vII~*. (3.5) 
By integration by parts 
“i (-A) ‘2 u. Q~(~~u. #*iv= -+ s a,,( -A)- I/20. ($“‘v)2 
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which is bounded by 
ll3,( -A) --“2ulLI. IJP’uIl~z. (3.6) 
For the remaining part in the second term of (3.5) we use Calculus of 
Inequality (see [7, S]), and (3.4) to obtain 
lj(p’(( -A)--‘/‘~‘.a.,U).a(~)u-(-d)-‘~‘v~d,il’”’v.c7’~’v(l,, 
< C(JRiUl,7 + IUlLf). lld(“UI1~2. (3.7) 
Thus substituting (3.6) and (3.7) in (3.5) we finish the proof. 1 
Given the structure of the equation in (3.1) we get via Maximum Prin- 
ciple for Parabolic Equations, the following a priori estimate of the 
L ‘-norm of t”‘(r). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. For any E E (0, I) and any t E [0, To] we have 
ICYt)l[>’ < IhILL. 
Proqf: See [9]. 1 
Then by using Proposition 3.4, Theorem 2.1, Proposition 3.3, and the 
Sobolev embedding theorem, we write (3.3) as 
; ll~‘~(f~ll,,~L’.,~~I~~~~~~lL~ + I~; “(t)l,~)~ lIu”(t)ll, 
dC,(lhl,L +c’{l +(l og+ lI~“(t)llC’)~ I4,~ + IIu”(t)llL2)) 
x ll~‘~~~~ll.,~~.,~I~lL’ +c{l + e%+ II~“(~)ll?i). IhlLX 
+ ll~llo~ev(C~~~~ lNLx)I)~ llu”(t)ll.s (3.8) 
for any s > n/2 + 1. Above we have applied Theorem 2.1 to the Riesz trans- 
form R, = a,( - A)-“‘. 
When the equality in (3.8) holds the ordinary differential equation has a 
global solution, thus we have 
Sup llu’(t)ll.y< K= K.7, 
CO. To1 
where the constant K depends on s, To, and the initial data h, and is 
independent of E. Then by reapplying the Local Existence Theorem 
(Theorem 3.2), Propositions 3.3 and 3.4, we get 
V’E>O, VT>O, VSeZ+ (.f>n/2+1) 
Sup Ilu”(t)ll,< K= K;, 
(3.9) 
CO. Tl 
with u” E C( [0, T]: H”(W)). 
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Thus we have shown the global existence of a solution of the I.V.P. (3.1), 
with an estimate (3.9) independent of E. Finally, we will prove {u”} con- 
verges when E J 0 in the norm of C( [0, T]: w), for any T > 0, and any 
s E Z + with s > n/2 + 1, 
PROPOSITION 3.5. For any ,f’~ L”( KY’) n L z (R”), n > q, it ,follows that 
1(-A) ’ YL GC(I.flL’ + lI.f‘llr.u)~ 
in particular ,for n 3 3 
1(-A) ‘~?-I,.~ G(” lkfll, ,for s > n/2. 
Proqf: Since 
the proof follows by dividing the domain of integration in two parts: 
{lyl>l) and {l~I<l). 1 
Writing 0 = u' - v”, o is a solution of the equation 
fT,o+((-A) “C”)c:,,o+((-A) I.” w)~?,,c’~ =c: Aw+(E-E’) Au’,. 
Thus for any SEZ’, s>n/2+ 1 
$ lldt)ll \ G (‘,, IlOt)ll, + I ll4t)ll,+(&--:‘). ll~‘~(Nf,,> 
where we have used Calculus of Inequality, (3.4) and Proposition 3.3. 
From (3.9) with S = s + 1, and Gronwall’s inequality we obtain that 
which implies that u’ + v’ in C( [0, T]: H” ) for some 6. 
On the other hand, Proposition 3.5 and the convergence given above 
show that 
(-A) l/7- $ + (-A) I/2 jj in C( [O, T]: L”(W)). 
Therefore GE C( [O, T]: H”(R”)) is a solution of the I.V.P. (1.2). 
The uniqueness of the solution in the class considered follows by the 
same method given for the proof of the convergence. 
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